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OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SR5 HYPERSONIC PLASMAWIND-TUNNEL.S. Mazou�re�1, V. Caubet-Hilloutou1, M. Dudek1, and E. Pawele21Laboratoire d'A�erothermique, CNRS, 1 avenue de la Reherhe Sienti�que, 45071 Orl�eans, Frane.2University of Opole, Oleska 48, Opole, PolandABSTRACTThe ow properties of a low-pressure weakly ion-ized supersoni argon plasma jet produed in theSR5 wind-tunnel are examined using Fabry-P�erot in-terferometry and Laser Indued Fluoresene spe-trosopy. As expeted, the plasma ow is found to besupersoni inside the divergent part of the arjet noz-zle. At the exhaust, the veloity reahes 4.5 km s�1and the Mah number M is equal to 3.9. Surpris-ingly, the axial ow veloity measured along the jetenterline dereases down to about 3 km s�1 aheadof the stationary ompression wave where M = 4.8.The on-axis veloity pro�le reveals the existene ofseveral expansion ells that �nd their origin in theregular reexion phenomenon, i.e. no Mah disk isformed. Hene, the supersoni to subsoni transitionours far downstream. At the nozzle outlet, theparallel temperature is not in equilibrium with theperpendiular temperature: Tk � 4000 K whereasT? = 1800 K. The parallel temperature rises up to5000 K in the shok region. Beyond the shok frontboth temperatures are in equilibrium: T � 3000 K.Key words: SR5; plasma; supersoni ow; interfer-ometry; LIF. 1. INTRODUCTIONThe SR5 plasma wind-tunnel loated at the Lab-oratoire d'A�erothermique in Orl�eans, Frane, is aground-based faility that is employed to reproduethe environment enountered by a spae probe in theourse of its hypersoni entry stage in the upper lay-ers of a planetary atmosphere. The faility onsistsof a large vauum hamber and a vortex stabilizedd ar torh, whih is equipped with a onial noz-zle. A pumping system an ensure a residual pres-sure down to 1 Pa during operation. The failityenable the reation of steady high-enthalpy { severalMJ kg�1 { plasma jets with di�erent gas mixtures�To whom orrespondene should be addressed:mazou�re�nrs-orleans.fr

suh as CO2-N2 (Mars), N2-O2 (Earth) and CH4-N2(Titan). The SR5 plasma wind-tunnel o�ers two ad-vantages over others experimental means like shoktubes (Boubert, 2002) and pulsed wind-tunnel (Mo-hamed, 2001): The easiness of probing the jet due toits large size and stationary ow onditions for sev-eral hours with a low level of ontamination.In order to haraterize the SR5 faility in termsof ow veloity, streamline temperature and Mahnumber, a set of measurements have been performedwhen running the arjet on argon seeded with a smallamount of moleular nitrogen. Suh an experimentan be onsidered as a test ase, in the sense that theabsene of a omplex hemistry makes easier the un-derstanding of the observed phenomena. The mea-surement ampaign has been initiated in spring 2003,and preliminary experimental outomes have beendesribed in the works by Mazou�re (2003). In thisontribution, we present and disuss the omplete setof experimental results.The aurate knowledge of the free plasma ow prop-erties allows to learly identify the part of the entrytrajetory that an be simulated with the SR5 fa-ility. Moreover, it allows to better de�ne test on-ditions for the next series of experiments that willonern the study of rare�ed supersoni ow aroundan obstale.A Fabry-P�erot interferometer has been used to ob-tain the plasma temperature and ow veloity inthe diretion of observation from the analysis oftwo Ar line pro�les. A Laser Indued Fluoresene(LIF) spetrosopy tehnique based on a tunablelaser diode has been employed to loally probe theveloity distribution funtion of Ar atoms from whihboth the veloity and the temperature are inferred.In the ontribution, the operating harateristis ofthe SR5 faility in terms of plasma temperature andveloity are ritially reviewed after desribing thewind-tunnel and the diagnosti tehniques used toarry out experiments.2. THE SR5 PLASMA WIND-TUNNELThe plasma soure used in the SR5 ground-test fa-ility is a water-ooled vortex stabilized d-ar torh



2Table 1. Standard operating onditions.Parameter ValueI 100 AU 45 V_mAr 0.26 g s�1_mN2 0.04 g s�1ptorh 76 kPaphamber 2.5 Pa(Mazou�re, 2002). The torh is equipped witha tungsten athode and with a onvergent (60Æ)-divergent (50Æ) opper nozzle that ats as a groundedanode. The length of the divergent part is 5 mand the exit diameter of the nozzle is 4.8 m. Thear extends from the tip of the athode through a4 mm diameter molybden throat and attahes dif-fusely to the nozzle. The arjet an be operated ina wide range of urrents (10 to 300 A) and ows (5to 50 slm). The plasma torh an be run for severalhours, the lifetime being determined by the athodeerosion. Gases are fed through mass ow ontrollersdiretly into the athode area. The torh is mountedon an arm that an be moved in vertial and horizon-tal diretion. A thermal plasma is reated in an Ar-N2 gas mixture. Subsequently the plasma expandsfrom the arjet into a low pressure stainless steel ves-sel. The vauum hamber is 4.3 m long and has adiameter of 1.1 m. The pumping system is made ofthree large Roots blower pump evauated by a setof roughing pump. The apaity of the pump stakis 26000 m3 h�1, whih ensures a residual pressuredown to 1 Pa during operation. The pressure in thetank an, however, be hanged almost independentlyfrom the gas ow by means of an adjustable valve.Standard operating onditions for this experimentare summarized in Table 1. The athode to anodegap is 1 mm. The eÆieny is around 65% and thespei� enthalpy is 10.5 kJ g�1.A detailed desription of the physis of rare�ed su-personi plasma jets is available elsewhere (Miller,1988). The plasma expanding through a nozzle froma high pressure region into a low pressure region,a well-de�ned free jet shok wave struture is pro-dued. The plasma �rst ows supersonially: TheMah number reahes 1 at the nozzle throat and theow is supersoni in the divergent setion. In thisow domain, the temperature drops and the driftveloity inreases due to energy onservation. In themean time, the partile density along a streamlinedereases beause of the inrease in the jet diame-ter, the so-alled rarefation e�et. In ase of anunderexpanded jet, the ow domain is limited by abarrel shok wave behind the nozzle exit. At somedistane from the soure, depending among othersupon the bakground pressure, the side shok wavesinterat with one another on the jet axis. Dependingupon the exhaust Mah number and the rarefationdegree, two shok wave on�gurations are then pos-sible as explained by Graur et al. (2000). A Mahdisk assoiated with an oblique reeted shok an

Table 2. On-axis onditions at the nozzle exhaust underour experimental onditions. The Ar density is obtainedfrom the work of Kami�nska (1999). � refers to the loalmean free path for momentum exhange.Parameter Value MeansnAr � 1022 m�3 Calulation�Ar�Ar � 3 mm Calulationne � 1018 m�3 Langmuir probeTeq 2250 K LIFvz 4.5 kms�1 LIFM 3.9 LIFh 10.1 kJ g�1 Calulationbe reated through whih the ow undergoes a super-soni to subsoni transition: Mah reetion. Underspei� onditions, the Mah disk may vanish andthe ow experienes a supersoni to supersoni tran-sition with a slight derease in the Mah numbermagnitude: Regular reetion. The latter proessan our several times over appreiable distanesleading to the appearane of several stationary ex-pansion ells. Beyond the overall shok region, theplasma ows subsonially at onstant stati pressure.Deviation from the lassial free jet ow piture mayappear in the ase of transient speies like radialsand harged partiles (Shram, 2001).The value of some ow parameters under standardoperating onditions are given in Table 2 at the torhnozzle exhaust1. As an be seen, the plasma isweakly ionized and the ow is in a transition regimewith Kn � 0.05. The typial sizes of a jet produedin the SR5 wind-tunnel are: 0.2 m in diameter andabout 1 m in length. The addition of a small fra-tion of moleular nitrogen to the argon gas ow sim-ply permits to limit both the emission and the re-absorption of observed near infrared light. It has noinuene upon the overall plasma ow harateris-tis. The eÆient harge exhange reation betweenAr atoms and N+2 ions leads to the disappearane ofa large number of Ar+ ions, whih are at the ori-gin of the existene of exited Ar atoms as alreadyexplained by Mazou�re (2003).3. OPTICAL DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS3.1. Fabry-P�erot interferometryThe omplete Fabry-P�erot interferometry benh hasbeen extensively desribed in a previous paper (Ma-zou�re, 2003). We here briey present the optialsetup. The light emanating from the plasma is ol-leted with a lens and transported towards the op-tial benh by means of a multimode optial �ber.1The equilibrium temperature Teq is given by 32kTeq =kT?+ 12kTk, where k is the Boltzmann onstant. The spei�enthalpy h is alulated as follows : h = CpM Teq + v2z2 , whereCp is the spei� heat and M is the molar weight.



3A similar �ber is also used to arry part of the lightemitted by a low pressure argon lamp, whih is usedas a referene for null veloity. The two optial �bersare then ombined into one. Subsequently, the lightleaving the �ber oupler is olleted with a lens insuh a way that a ollimated beam of light is re-ated. The parallel beam passes a plane Fabry-P�erotavity. Behind the avity, the transmitted light isfoused onto a pinhole in order to solely selet theentral interferene ring. A monohomator ats asa rough wavelength seletor to separate the line tobe studied from the remainder of the spetrum. Aphotomultiplier tube (PMT) is used as a light dete-tor. The Free Spetral Range of the avity is equalto 9.924 GHz. In the wavelength region of interest,the FP setup allows to ahieve a spetral resolutionof about 0.15 GHz (0.4 pm).Two on�gurations of the photon olletion branhare available: The line of sight is oriented either at90Æ or at 60Æ with respet to the jet symmetry axis.With the �rst on�guration, one an measure theperpendiular temperature T? assoiated with theveloity distribution perpendiular to a stream line.Using the seond on�guration, one obtains the axialveloity omponent after orretion with the osineof the angle as well as the parallel temperature Tk.Suh a on�guration allows to probe the plasma owinside the nozzle of the arjet. Fabry-P�erot spe-trosopy does not allow to arry out measurementswith a good spatial resolution. The �eld depth ofthe observation branh is around 25 m, i.e. the �elddepth is as large as the plasma jet diameter. As aonsequene, the obtained line pro�le orresponds tothe one integrated along the line of sight, whih pre-vents from measuring the radial veloity omponentas shown by Mazou�re (2003).Two Ar line pro�les are analyzed with the Fabry-P�erot setup. The Ar I line at 763.51 nm and the Ar Iline at 738.40 nm. These two Ar lines o�er severaladvantages: They are well isolated, they both orre-spond to a relatively strong transition, and the PMTquantum eÆieny is relatively high below 800 nm.The temperature is dedued from the Doppler broad-ening of the line taking into aount the apparatuswidth. The Doppler shift of the observed line allowsto determine the mean veloity in the diretion ofobservation.3.2. Laser Indued FluoreseneSine most of the experimental data presented in thispaper originates in Laser Indued Fluoresene mea-surements, we hoose to explain in detail the oper-ation of the LIF spetrosopi tool. A shemati ofthe LIF optial benh is depited in Fig. 1. A singlemode tunable external avity diode laser (SACHERTEC 500 in Littman on�guration) delivers about3 mW of horizontally polarized near-infrared radi-ation (800 nm to 830 nm) with a bandwidth of0.5 MHz.A Faraday isolator prevents any reeted beam oflight to enter bak into the laser avity. A smallfration of the beam is passed through a low-pressure

Figure 1. Shemati view of the experimental w-LIFsetup using a single mode tunable laser diode and phasesensitive detetion. The laser beam an be direted eitherperpendiular or obliquely (at an angle of 30Æ) with re-spet to the ow diretion. The map of the plasma plumeproperties is realized by moving the arjet.argon lamp. The absorption spetrum measured inthat way is used to de�ne the unshifted frequeny po-sition. A seond beam splitter direts a small part ofthe laser into a 3.3 GHz Fabry-P�erot etalon to mon-itor mode struture and ensure that no mode hopours during operation. The mode-hop free tuningrange of the laser is typially 30 GHz with voltage-urrent oupling. The reorded transmission of theFabry-P�erot etalon is also used to linearize the fre-queny axis. The laser beam is oupled into a singlemode optial �ber with a 5 �m ore diameter usinga 4 mm foal distane lens. Suh a devie allows toobtain a 30% oupling eÆieny without shaping thebeam. Two exitation on�gurations are possible. Inone on�guration using a plane gold mirror loatedinside the vauum hamber, the laser beam propa-gates opposite to the plasma ow diretion at a 30Æangle with respet to the jet axis. In another on-�guration the beam is direted perpendiular to theow diretion. In both ases a 4 mm foal distanelens is used to fous the beam leaving the optial�ber onto the axis. The beam waist is estimated tobe around 2 mm. The laser light is hopped at a fre-queny of about 750 Hz and the laser indued uores-ene signal is deteted on a horizontal axis normalto both exitation diretions. The signal is olletedwith two lenses (f1 = 100 m and f2 = 20 m) andimaged onto the entrane side of a 1 mm ore diam-eter multimode optial �ber. The �ber is onnetedto a 20 m foal distane monohromator enteredat 810 nm with a bandwidth of about 0.5 �A in or-der to �lter out extraneous plasma light. The 1 mmaperture of the �ber positioned at the foal plane ofthe imaging lens system determines the spatial res-olution. The magni�ation is equal to 4, hene theresolution in horizontal diretion is 4 mm. Phase-sensitive detetion is used to disriminate the uores-ene light from the intrinsi plasma emission whihis about 1000 times greater. The signal delivered bythe PMT is analyzed with a lok-in ampli�er whih issynhronyzed to the hopper frequeny. The urrent
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Figure 2. Raw waveforms obtained with the LIF diag-nosti tool: absorption spetrum in a low pressure Arlamp, absorption spetrum along the plasma jet diame-ter, transmission of the Fabry-P�erot etalon and uores-ene resulting from exitation of the Ar[1s4℄ state in theplasma plume.integration time of the lok-in ampli�er is 300 ms.All signals are reorded simultaneously with a 16 bit333 kHz analog-to-digital onverter (National Instru-ments PCI-6052E). The sanning of the laser fre-queny is ontrolled by supplying a low voltage tothe piezoeletri blok onneted to the end mirrorof the laser diode avity. Typial san times are sev-eral minutes.All LIF measurements presented in this paper orre-spond to exitation of the Ar[1s4℄ resonant level. Thelaser frequeny is sanned over the 1s4 ! 2p7 tran-sition at 810.37 nm. Four raw waveforms obtainedwith the LIF diagnosti tool after radial exitationare shown in Fig. 2. As an be seen, the absorptionspetrum aross the plasma jet is similar to the ab-sorption spetrum in a low pressure Ar lamp in termsof peak shape and position. It implies that the owis axisymmetri. It also demonstrates that the jetan be used as a stationary referene for determin-ing the zero Doppler shift. As shown in Fig. 2, thelaser power varies during a san over the Ar tran-sition. LIF pro�les must therefore be orreted inorder to obtain the proper baseline. The bandwidthof the laser is in the order of 0.5 MHz, muh nar-rower than the width of the measured Ar pro�les.Both Stark broadening and pressure broadening anbe negleted in view of, respetively, the low eletrondensity and the low gas pressure. Furthermore, thesaturation parameter S is found to be 0.03 for theonerned transition (Demtr�oder, 1998). Sine S ismuh less than unity, the transition is not saturatedmeaning that the deposited laser power has no in-uene upon the Ar line shape. Hene, a reordedspetral pro�le is a diret measurement of the Aratom veloity distribution funtion along the laserbeam axis. The loal mean Ar atom veloity is de-dued from position of the uoresene peak relative

Figure 3. On-axis pro�le of the perpendiular temper-ature T? (open square) and the parallel temperature Tk(full square). The open diamond symbols orrespond toexperimental values of Tk obtained with a fresh athode.The star symbols orrespond to measurements arried outwith a 0.065 g s�1 N2 mass ow rate.to the line measured in the argon lamp. If the sys-tem is in thermodynami equilibrium, the Ar atomtemperature is related to the width of the line.4. TEMPERATURE ALONG THE JETCENTERLINEThe development along the jet enterline of the per-pendiular temperature T?, assoiated with the dis-tribution funtion of the Ar atom radial veloityomponent { with respet to the jet axis { is shownin Fig. 3. Note that z = 0 orresponds to the noz-zle exit. The temperature dereases due to the su-personi expansion of the plasma jet. The observedabrupt rise of T? indiates the presene of a station-ary shok front through whih kineti energy is on-verted into thermal energy. Behind the shok, thetemperature dereases due to the formation of se-ondary expansion domains, as explained in the nextsetion. Far downstream when the Mah number Mis below 1, the temperature dereases slowly due toenergy exhange with the residual ambient gas.The axial pro�le of the parallel temperature Tk, asso-iated with the distribution funtion of the Ar atomaxial veloity omponent, is also shown in Fig. 3 fortwo di�erent states of the plasma torh athode. Thelower value of the parallel temperature at the noz-zle exit in the ase of an unused athode may arisefrom a di�erene in power deposition at the nozzlethroat owing to a smaller anode to athode distane2.The shape of the Tk pro�le resemble the one of T?and they are both diretly onneted to the jet shokwave struture. Aross the shok front, the parallel2Erosion of the athode tip leads to an inrease in the ath-ode to anode gap.
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Figure 4. On-axis pro�le of the axial veloity omponent(triangle). The open diamond symbols orrespond to ex-perimental values of vz obtained with a fresh athode. Thestar symbols orrespond to measurements performed witha 0.065 g s�1 N2 mass ow rate. Also shown is the speedof sound alulated from the measured parallel tempera-ture (irle).temperature rises up to 5000 K. Behind the shokregion, the two temperatures are in equilibrium withof a value around 3000 K.As an be seen in Fig. 3, the gap between Tk and T?is about 2500 K at the nozzle exit for a worn ath-ode. The departure from thermal equilibrium thatours ahead of the shok region is a diret onse-quene of the rarefation e�et. At a ertain stationinside the divergent setion of the nozzle the numberof ollisions beomes too low to maintain equilibriumbetween the two temperatures that quikly divergefrom eah other as the expansion proess proeedswith T? < Tk as explained by Miller (1969). Notethat under our experimental onditions, the expan-sion proess is not strong enough to permit the o-urrene of the so-alled frozen regime in whih Tkstays onstant whereas T? keeps on dereasing dueto a purely geometrial e�et (Miller, 1988). Thatmeans that behind the nozzle the ollision frequenyis still high enough to insure energy transfer in theore of the jet. As an be seen in Fig. 3, the tempera-ture gradients along the jet enterline are very di�er-ent: �Tk�z = �225 Km�1 and �T?�z = �90 Km�1.Surprisingly, the magnitude of the temperature gra-dients is ontrary to expetation. Indeed, the su-personi expansion theory predits that �Tk < �T?in axial diretion (Miller, 1988). The observed phe-nomenon is not yet well understood. However, aslight misalignement of the athode { the athodehas been replaed between the measurement series {might well lead to a di�erent ow dynamis throughthe nozzle, whih in turn may inuene the temper-ature pro�le. Notie that using Fabry-P�erot inter-ferometry one �nds about �100 K m�1 for the per-pendiular temperature gradient (Mazou�re, 2003).

Figure 5. Radial pro�le of the axial veloity omponentmeasured by interferometry with the 738 nm Ar line in-side the nozzle (z = -2 m). As expeted, the veloity ismaximum on axis and it is zero lose to the wall of thearjet nozzle. 5. FLOW VELOCITY5.1. Along the jet axisThe evolution of the axial veloity omponent vzalong the jet enterline is shown in Fig. 4. The on-axis veloity pro�le reveals the existene of severalexpansion ells that �nd their origin in the regularreexion phenomenon: No Mah disk is formed, asexplained by Graur (2000), and the ow undergoes asupersoni to supersoni transition aross the stand-ing shok wave with a Mah number redution. Theregular reexion phenomenon is favored under ourexperimental onditions. Indeed, at the nozzle exitthe Mah number is rather high (M = 3.9) and therarefation e�et is already pronouned (Kn � 0:05).The present situation an be ompared with previ-ous experiments performed on underexpanding argonplasma jet at the University of Eindhoven by Engelnet al. (2000). In the latter situation, a straight noz-zle was employed and the ow parameters at the ex-haust were the following: M = 1 andKn � 2�10�3.A Mah disk was found to be reated through whihthe plasma ow did undergo a supersoni to subsonitransition, as predited by Graur (2000).Under our onditions, three standing shok waves arevisible in Fig. 4 at z = 0 m, z � 18 m and z � 40 mrespetively. Consequently, three expansion ells arealso de�ned. Throughout a standing shok wave theow experienes a deeleration through a positivepressure gradient that originates in a ompressione�et (Miller, 1988). The deay in veloity that isobserved at the nozzle exit, see Fig. 4, is the onse-quene of the existene of an oblique standing shokwave attahed to the lip of the nozzle (Stern, 1960).This partiular feature is observed for a fresh as wellas a worn-out athode. In order to anel out anyexperimental artifat, a measurement series has been
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Figure 6. Radial pro�le of the axial veloity omponentmeasured at z = 10 m. The jet boundary is loated atr = 10 m. The orresponding expansion half-angle is33Æ.realized with a higher moleular nitrogen ow3. Itappeared to be neessary to hek whether the de-rease in veloity observed at the torh outlet wasnot onneted to a modi�ation of the Ar atom ve-loity distribution funtion. Indeed, reabsorbtion ofred shifted uoresene light, whih orresponds toslow atoms, along the observation path and the sub-sequent hange in the veloity distribution may beerrounously interpreted as a derease in the loal av-erage drift veloity. The hosen onditions are thefollowing: a 100 A diret urrent, a athode-anodevoltage of 55 V, an Ar gas ow of 0.26 g s�1 and aN2 gas ow of 0.06 g s�1. The spei� enthalpy is10.4 kJ g�1. The result of the experiment is shownin Fig. 4. As expeted, the veloity dereases behindthe nozzle exit. It learly demonstrates that the ob-served trend is a real ow harateristis linked tothe existene of an oblique shok wave. Notie thatthe added amount of N2 is not large enough to lead toa global derease in the veloity magnitude whateverthe axial position. In other words, the amount of en-ergy used for dissoiating moleules and the frationof energy stored in vibrational motion are not signif-iant enough to inuene the ow properties. Thisfat tends to prove that the nitrogen gas is fully dis-soiated. Similarly, the parallel temperature is nota�eted by a small hange in the N2 ontents (seeFig. 3).Measurements of the development of the axial velo-ity along the jet axis have also been arried out understandard onditions by means of Fabry-P�erot inter-ferometry inside the nozzle as well as at the nozzleexhaust (Mazou�re, 2003). The veloity magnitudeis in good aggrement with the one measured by LIF,however, the poor spatial resolution of the Fabry-P�erot setup does not allow to observe the deay inveloity at the nozzle exit.3Inreasing the seeded N2 fration leads to a derease inthe exited Ar atom ontents, suh atoms being at the originof the reabsorption proess of LIF photons (Mazou�re, 2003).

Figure 7. Spei� enthalpy as a funtion of the appliedeletrial power: Calulated from the heat ux absorbed bythe plasma torh (square); estimated from the measuredaxial veloity (star).Also shown in Fig. 4 is the speed of sound alulatedfrom the parallel temperature Tk. The loal speed ofsound reads s =rkBTkm ; (1)where  is the spei� heat ratio, kB is the Boltz-mann onstant, and m is the mass of the speie. Inase of a 4:1 Ar-N2 mixture,  = 1.6 and m = 37.6amu. The speed of sound drops from 1.2 km s�1 atthe nozzle exit down to 0.8 kms�1 ahead of the se-ond shok front in the free ow domain. Note thatthroughout the paper, the Mah number M is de-�ned as follows M = vzs(Tk) : (2)The Mah number is equal to 3.9 at the nozzle exitand M = 4.9 ahead of the seond shok front atz = 15 m. The plasma ow beomes subsoni atz = 60 m, i.e. beyond the third shok wave.5.2. Inside the nozzleThe radial development of the Ar atom axial velo-ity omponent has been measured inside the arjetnozzle (z = -2 m) by means of Fabry-P�erot inter-ferometry, as an be seen in Fig. 5. As expeted, theveloity is maximum on axis and the pro�le is sym-metri. The veloity approahes zero lose to thenozzle wall. 5.3. Aross the plasma jetThe evolution of the axial veloity omponent mea-sured by LIF along the plasma jet diameter at



7z = 10 m is shown in Fig. 6. The pro�le is per-fetly symmetrial and it exhibits a bell-urve shape.The jet boundary { de�ned as the position for whihvz = 0 { is found to be loated at r = 10 m, whihorresponds to an expansion half-angle of 33Æ. Thetemperature on-axis is around 1700 K and the tem-perature beyond the jet boundary (bakground gas)is 500 K.The radial pro�le of the radial veloity omponent vrmeasured by LIF at z = 10 m has been presentedin a previous artile by Mazou�re et al. (2003). Theveloity is null on the jet enterline and it reahesits maximum value (600 m s�1) at r = 3 m. It re-turns bak to zero at r = 8 m. It implies that fromr = 8 m to r = 10 m the ow veloity is parallelto the jet enter stream line, whih is a feature of abarrel ow struture.6. RANGE OF OPERATING CONDITIONSAn important parameter for this kind of plasma owsis the spei� enthalpy (Lino da Silva, 2003). Theenthalpy is diretly linked to the applied eletrialpower, whih in turn is onneted to the gas ompo-sition. To a large extend, the spei� enthalpy deter-mines the maximum ahievable veloity, whih is aritial parameter when simulating supersoni entryonditions in a planetary atmosphere. In Fig. 7, themeasured spei� enthalpy h is plotted versus thesupplied eletrial power. The enthalpy is estimatedfrom the measurement of the arjet water oolingow and temperature. As an be seen in Fig. 7, hvaries linearly with the eletrial power. The globalyield inreases from 60% at 2.5 kW to 85% at 25 kW.The enthalpy an also be alulated from the mea-sured veloity. As an be seen in Fig. 7, the agree-ment between the two estimated values of h is good.It simply means that the energy is onserved along astreamline, as expeted. The fat that the inueneof the temperature upon h is negligible in the tem-perature range of interest is fully justi�ed in view ofthe results.The evolution of both the Ar atom axial veloity andtemperature with the applied eletri power is shownin Fig. 8. Measurements have been arried out in-side the nozzle with the Fabry-P�erot benh (Mazouf-fre, 2003) The veloity as well as the temperatureinrease with the power whereas the Mah numberstays approximately onstant with a magnitude ofabout 3.5. The Ar atom temperature varies linearlywith the supplied eletri power ontrary to the ve-loity.As shown, by hanging the power supplied to theplasma torh, one an hange the range of ahievableveloity. This is an interesting feature for ground-based simulation of entries in a planetary atmo-sphere. Indeed, it allows to simulate a large part ofthe entry trajetory. From our set of measurements,it follows that in the ase of the SR5 faility, theveloity an reasonably be varied from 3 km s�1 to8 km s�1 when operating the arjet on argon. When

Figure 8. Temperature (square) and axial veloity (tri-angle) as a funtion of the applied eletrial power. Mea-surements realized inside the nozzle (z = -2 m) by mon-itoring the 738 nm Ar line pro�le with the FP interfer-ometer. The temperature varies linearly with the power.The Mah number stays approximately onstant (M �3.5) whatever the power.using moleular gases suh as N2 or CO2 the veloityis expeted to be smaller as part of the supplied en-ergy is used for dissoiation and stored in vibrationalexitation. The lifetime of the arjet is of ourseshortened when operating at high eletri power.7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVESThe ow properties of an underexpanding weaklyionized argon plasma jet produed in the SR5 wind-tunnel have been investigated using Fabry-P�erot in-terferometry and Laser Indued Fluoresene spe-trosopy. The plasma ow is supersoni inside thedivergent part of the torh nozzle. At the exhaust,the veloity reahes 4.5 km s�1 and the Mah numberM is equal to 3.9. The axial veloity pro�le measuredalong the jet enterline reveals the existene of threeexpansion ells that result from the regular reexionphenomenon. The �rst ell is believed to originatein the presene of an oblique shok wave attahedto the lip of the nozzle. The on-axis ow veloityis equal to 3 km s�1 ahead of the seond stationaryompression wave where M = 4.8. Departure fromthermal equilibrium is observed behind the nozzleexit { Tk > T? { as the result of rarefation. Theparallel temperature rises up to 5000 K in the shokregion.In the SR5 ground-test faility, the ow veloity anbe varied from 3 km s�1 to 8 km s�1 when runningthe torh with an atomi gas by hanging the fur-nished eletrial power. Therefore, the SR5 failityappears to be a perfetly suitable tool to simulateentry onditions of spaerafts in the upper layers ofplanetary atmospheres.In the near future, we plan to follow two researhroutes that are losely onneted. First, as a diret
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